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Presentation Goals
•
•
•
•

Brief recap of the JCTP project and progress
Review traffic and parking issues the project seeks to resolve
Outline challenges in resolving issues
Discuss potential visions for the final outcome
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Project Overview
Bremerton has unique traffic and parking
issues due to Naval Base Kitsap Bremerton (NBK-BR), such as:
• traffic surges at shift changes
• limited parking both inside and
outside fence line
• limited multimodal opportunities
• forecasted population growth
City and NBK-BR are partnering through a
DOD grant to create a plan that will
address these challenges
• $750,000 Project
• 18 month study period
Outyear for this study is 2050
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Project Goals
• Examine existing and future need for
all transportation modes serving
NBK-BR
• Develop solutions to resolve deficits
• Evaluate options to mitigate
transportation and parking demands
• Develop a prioritized
implementation plan
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Issues Evaluation Criteria
• Crash History
• Current traffic conditions model

Data

• Planned improvements
• Future job and population
growth estimates

Plans
Public
Input

• Transit Routes & Park and Rides
• Worker Driver Routes
• Parking conditions
• Bike/ped conditions
• Survey regarding travel habits

Issues
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Existing Conditions – NBK-BR Impact
•

60% of traffic coming into Bremerton
during the peak period is attributed to
NBK-BR

•

6300+ NBK-BR commuter vehicles park
outside of the gates during the peak
period and over 10,000 pedestrians enter
the shipyard gates each day

•

2017 Parking Study confirmed large
numbers of commuter vehicles are
parking illegally in Downtown and in
neighborhoods.

•

Parking behaviors are entrenched, and
many people are willing to risk tickets

•

Surface level parking lots in Downtown
are not the highest and best use of the
property

•

Vehicle queues at base entry gates
sometimes cause back-ups on City
streets
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Future Conditions
•

By 2050 there will be significant
congestion throughout Bremerton

•

PSRC’s Vision 2050 Plan forecasts
substantial growth in Bremerton and
Kitsap County through 2050

•

As the City pursues their growth plan
conflicts between residential parking
and commuter parking will increase

•

NBK-BR has plans for multi-billiondollar shipyard modernizations

Kitsap Way

Burwell Ave

SR 303

(11th to SR 3)

(Warren to Callow)

(Burwell to Riddell)

Free Flow =
2:20 min

Free Flow =
2:20 min

Free Flow =
6:10 min

2020 PM Peak
= 4:30 min

2020 PM Peak
= 3:50 min

2020 PM Peak
= 10:20 min

2050 PM Peak
= 5:30 min

2050 PM Peak
= 4:20 min

2050 PM Peak
= 13:20 min

Travel time estimates (in minutes) for general purpose traffic on major
corridors.
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Issues Recap

• NBK-BR operations create traffic
surges and congestion
• Continued growth will worsen
traffic conditions in the future
• Neighborhood parking by
commuters impacts livability and
causes conflict between NBK-BR
workers and residents
• NBK-BR worker parking in
downtown suppresses economic
vitality by limiting parking for
business patrons
• Population growth will increase
pressure on existing infrastructure
decreasing Bremerton’s livability
and degrading base accessibility
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Finding and Evaluating Solutions
Data

Plans

Alternative

Public
Input

To measure the efficacy of
solutions three alternatives
were evaluated against the
2050 no-build scenario.
Evaluation Metrics

Issues

Issues

Expert
Ideas

Potential
Solutions

Alternative

Public
Input
Alternative

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Travel Time
Travel Reliability
Mobility
Safety
Active Transportation
Economic Vitality
Parking

• Base Accessibility
• Livability

100+ Potential Solutions
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Alternative Evaluation
The alternatives were organized around parking strategies so that the project team could
understand how traffic volume and parking patterns impact the potential solutions.

Alt 1 – Relocate Commuter Parking Alt 2 – Support Commuter Parking
•
•

1

Fewer cars coming into
downtown Bremerton
Transit supportive projects

•
•
•

Traffic volume increases with
growth
Capacity projects
Traffic patterns stay consistent
with current patterns

Alt 3 – Build Parking on Base (West Side)
•
•
•

Traffic volume increases with
growth
Capacity projects
Traffic patterns shift to west
side of base

3

2
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What did we learn from the evaluation of the alternatives?
• Several projects showed a clear benefits and will be recommended including:
•
•
•
•

Intelligent signal systems for all major commuter corridors
Active transportation improvements targeted for commuters
Improvements proposed by the SR 303 Corridor Study
Safety improvements

• None of the alternatives showed improvements to all of the evaluation
metrics. In particular there was tension between base accessibility and
livability
• Projects that improve livability, such as road re-channelizations to
accommodate bikes and pedestrians, were incompatible with alternatives that
don’t reduce vehicles coming into Bremerton
• To achieve reductions in congestion in the relocate parking alternative at least
2000 vehicles need to be removed from City streets in the peak hour.
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Next Steps
Vision
Data

Vision

Plans

Alternative

Public
Input

Issues

Alternative

Potential
Solutions

Alternative

Alternative

Vision
Alternative

Vision
Achievable Preferred
Alternative
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Next steps

Assume more cars coming into
downtown in 2050

1

Assume fewer cars coming into
downtown in 2050
13

3

2
Livability Vision

Capacity Vision

To assemble a preferred alternative the project team needs guidance
on the vision. The vision informs the assumptions the project team will
make about the outyear of 2050.

Vision Comparison
Livability Centered Vision
(assume fewer cars coming into
Downtown Bremerton)

Capacity Centered Vision
(assume more cars coming into
Downtown Bremerton)

VS.

• Success measured by improvements to
Bremerton’s livability and economic
vitality

• Success measured by improvements
to travel time for commuters during
peak hours

• Growth addressed by strategies that
reduce the number of cars on the roads

• Growth addressed with road capacity
projects

• Mode shift assumptions are more
aggressive and are driven by transit and
policy/operations projects

•

• Requires inter-agency cooperation to
be effective

• Most improvements are capital projects
led by City of Bremerton

Mode shift assumptions are
conservative
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Capacity Centered
Achieving the Vision

Mode shift from single occupancy vehicles not
expected - assume vehicle volume increases with
population growth.
• Added travel or turn lanes on some arterials
including on Burwell, Kitsap Way, and SR 304
• Significant ROW needed for road and active
transportation improvements
• Over 35 parcels could be impacted
• Over 40 relocations (mostly on Burwell)

• Capacity improvements range between $80M
and $160M not including parking or active
transportation.
• Parking facilities in downtown or on the west side
of NBK-BR could be considered to resolve
neighborhood parking conflicts
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6/2/2022

Capacity Centered

Benefits & Challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Outcome is less dependent on interagency cooperation
Capacity projects likely only keep up with
growth, not improve traffic conditions
More cars = more conflicts = less safety
Parking conflicts will remain and may
worsen as growth increases density in
Bremerton
Large capacity projects are costly,
disruptive, and will require more right-ofway
Road capacity projects are hard to fund
and may be infeasible due to
environmental constraints (including social
justice issues such as ROW impacts to
disadvantaged areas)
Road re-channelization on 6th Street would
not be recommended due to capacity
needs
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6/2/2022

Livability Centered
Achieving the Vision

• Shift people from commuting by
car and towards using transit,
active transportation, and
carpool/vanpool (mode shift)
• Mode shift motivated by a multipronged approach
•
•
•
•
•

Transit
Capacity

Mode
Shift
Incentives

Build transit capacity
Improve active transportation
infrastructure
Provide alternative mode
incentives to workers
Implement policies that restrict
commuter parking
Educate commuters about modal
options

Parking Policy

• Significant coordination between
agencies
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Livability Centered
Parking Policies

Parking policies consistent with
the 2017 Parking Study could be
recommended to help drive mode
shift.
•

•

•

Parking Policy

Study team will recommend the
phasing and implementation of
parking strategies to coincide
with transit projects
An active management strategy
is recommended so that parking
policies are implemented as
needed over the plan term (to
2050)
Parking policies should be
further developed before
implementation, including public
outreach, and should be vetted
and adopted by policy makers
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Livability Centered
Mode Shift Incentives

NBK-BR and other major
employers will need to
encourage their workforce to
change modes. Some strategies
supported by our survey data
are:

Mode
Shift
Incentives

• Educate commuters about
modal options and emergency
services
• Expand and support
carpool/vanpool programs
• Incentivize alternative forms of
transit
• Provide flexible options
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Livability Centered

Transit Supportive Projects

Partnership with Kitsap Transit
will be key to ensuring transit is
available and convenient for
commuters. Some goals for
transit supportive projects are:

Transit
Supportive
Projects

• Build up park and ride capacity
• Improve transit reliability
through capital improvements
such as a Business Access
Transit lane on SR 303
• Improve transit frequency
• Expand on success of worker
driver bus program
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Livability Centered

Benefits & Challenges

• Reduces parking in the neighborhoods
• Improves walking and biking experiences
• Increases available parking for businesses
• Consistent with city plans to increase
density and economic vitality
• Reduced commuter parking is unpopular
with commuters
• Mode shift goals reduce congestion and
improve travel time
• Parking costs dependent on partnerships
with developers, Kitsap Transit, and NBKBR
• 2,000 park and ride spaces could be
between $50M and $100M
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6/2/2022

Preferred Alternative Vision

Which vision should the project team strive for with the preferred alternative?

Capacity Vision

Livability
Vision
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Next Steps
• Draft a Preferred Alternative (PA) based on feedback
• Evaluate PA and present to Community Sounding Board and at a
Public Open House
• Refine PA based on feedback
• Present PA to Council
• Finalize PA and draft the plan and report
• Bring the draft plan and report to Council for adoption
• Finalize plan and report
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11/4/2021

More Information
Katie Ketterer
City of Bremerton Project Manager
360-473-5334
Katie.Ketterer@ci.bremerton.wa.us
www.bremertonwa.gov/jctp
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Build Conditions
Alt 1 – Relocate Commuter Parking

Kitsap Way

Burwell Ave

SR 303

(11th to SR 3)

(Warren to Callow)

(Burwell to Riddell)

2050 PM Peak
= 3:20 min

2050 PM Peak
= 3:10 min

2050 PM Peak
= 12:40 min

2050 PM Peak
= 5:40 min

2050 PM Peak
= 4:20 min

2050 PM Peak
= 12:00 min

2050 PM Peak
= 3:40 min

2050 PM Peak
= 4:30 min

2050 PM Peak
= 11:30 min

(2:10 savings)

Alt 2 – Support Commuter Parking

(no change)

Alt 3 – Build Parking on Base (West Side)

(1:50 savings)

(1:10 savings)

(no change)

(no change)

(0:40 savings)

(1:20 savings)

(1:50 savings)

Travel time estimates (in minutes) for general purpose traffic on major
corridors. If change is less than 30 seconds it is listed as no change.
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